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Welcome

W
Neil Edwards
CEO The Builders’
Conference

elcome to the latest edition of Inside Construction, the magazine of The
Builders’ Conference and the BCLive league table.
This edition arrives just in time to look back over what has been a tumultuous
year both within and without the constructions sector; and just as the industry’s
collective mind begins to focus upon the challenges of the New Year ahead.
Certainly, the indicators suggest that early 2017 will see a continuation of the
downward trend that has cast a cloud over the latter part of 2016.
But, as you will see in the following pages, there is still much to be optimistic
about. The uncertainty over Brexit and the US presidential election are now a
thing of the past. And regardless of our personal feelings on the outcome, we at
least now know where we stand.
In this edition we also focus on the chronic skills shortage in the sector, and, in the
light of the recent Farmer Review - 'Modernise or Die' - consider how the
industry should respond. We hope that you enjoy this magazine and that you will
share it with your friends in the sector and encourage them to subscribe themselves.
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Travis Perkins Targets
Skills Gap

T

ravis Perkins plc, the UK’s largest building
materials distributor, has celebrated the
graduation of 95 management apprentices
this year. This commitment by Travis Perkins helps
to develop future talent and close the skills gap in
the construction sector, all whilst recognising the
need to provide an alternative route to university and
employment.
The company is keen to ensure a diverse range of
applicants to the programme and this year has seen
22 per cent of the 2016 graduate trainee intake being
women, and the majority of graduates being aged
between 19 and 24 years. As a result of the scheme,
which was launched in 2011, graduates are equipped
to take businesses within the Travis Perkins plc group
forward, as the next generation of managers.
A management apprentice at Travis Perkins plc
will earn in the region of £36k over the two years that

An Eye on Dubai

L

aing O’Rourke has been selected as the preferred
bidder for a retail and hospitality project,
developed as a joint venture between Emaar
Properties and Dubai World Trade Centre, as part of
the EXPO 2020 Dubai South masterplan.
The project comprises of a 216,340 m2 shopping
mall with car parking and two hotels. Construction will
begin later this year and the project is scheduled to be
completed the second half of 2019, ahead of EXPO 2020,
which is being hosted in the Dubai South complex.
“It’s very exciting to be named preferred bidder for
the new retail and hospitality development as it will be
one of the main lifestyle hubs in the heart of one of the
largest developments in the Middle East,” says Mark
Andrews, Managing Director for Laing O’Rourke’s

they are studying, while safe in the knowledge that
a job will be made available following completion
of the programme, for successful candidates. This
makes the Travis Perkins plc management apprentice
programme an attractive alternative to paid for
education, which can’t always guarantee a direct
route to employment afterwards.
“We are one of a number of employers running our
own internal apprenticeship programmes. While we
focus on expanding our apprenticeship portfolio, this
also helps us create a future management pipeline.
By meeting the growing needs of our business we are
also meeting Government agenda of getting young
people into work,” concludes John Carter, Chief
Executive Officer of Travis Perkins plc. “I’m delighted
to be celebrating this fantastic next step for our
graduates and look forward to welcoming more into
the programmes in the future.”

Middle East business. “The masterplan for Dubai
South is impressive and we look forward to working
alongside the client and all stakeholders to ensure
this project is delivered to the highest quality.”
Laing O’Rourke has been appointed to work
collaboratively with the project team to deliver this
fast track project.
Dubai South, formerly known as Dubai World
Central, was originally launched in 2006 and once
complete, it will be a 145 km2 city with a population
of one million, and home to what will be the world’s
largest airport once complete, the Al Maktoum
International Airport.
Laing O’Rourke was named preferred bidder for the
development, which will serve the 25 million visitors
expected for Expo 2020 Dubai, as well as the Dubai
South community in the long-run.

IC NEWS

Wales Wages on the Rise

T

he nation’s first
ever construction
pay trends index
has been launched to
reveal that Wales has seen
the biggest (5.3 percent)
year-on-year increase in
earnings amongst selfemployed tradesman
– compared to just a 1.8
percent uplift nationally
across England.

The new ‘Construction
Pay Trends’ index has
been developed by Hudson Contract, and harnesses payroll data from over
Ian Anfield - MD of Hudson
2,000 building firms across
Contract
England and Wales.
The interactive tool reveals
weekly pay differences by
region, age and sub sectors such as bricklaying and joinery
through to roofing and surfacing contractors. Providing
tradesman, building apprentices and other industry analysts
with a unique insight into pay levels, it also reveals the impact weather, location and economic factors have on earning
potential.
The biggest drop in average weekly pay in the building
industry was experienced in the North East which saw a 2.1
percent decrease in earnings year-to-date in 2016 compared
to 2015. It was closely followed by a 0.4 percent decrease in
London, with the regional trends illustrated in the following
top 10:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wales (+5.3 percent)
Yorkshire & The Humber (+4.2 percent)
East of England (+1.8 percent)
North West (+1.7 percent)
East Midlands (+1.7 percent)
West Midlands (+1.5 percent)
South East (+1.3 percent)
South West (+1.1 percent)
London (-0.4 percent)
North East (-2.1 percent)

Across all construction trades, the highest increase in earnings year-on-year for sub-contractors was within the roofing
industry which experienced 6.1 percent growth, followed by
4.8 percent in plastering and 4.2 percent in scaffolding.
Those working in the equipment and operator hire industry
witnessed a surprising 4.1 percent average drop in earnings
year-to-date in 2016 compared to 2015. This was followed by
a notable yearly pay decrease of one percent in bricklaying
and only a 1.1 percent average increase in earnings for civil
engineering tradesmen.
“We’ve developed the Construction Pay Trends index to
provide the most comprehensive insight into pay levels
across the industry. It has revealed some fascinating trends
on both a national and regional level, with tradesman in
Wales experiencing the sharpest annual growth in earnings,”
says Hudson Contract managing director Ian Anfield. “The
index will update monthly to reveal the latest pay trends providing the perfect online career resource for building apprentices through to industry analysts assessing the ongoing
health of the construction sector.”
To access Hudson Contract’s
Construction Pay Trends index:

Click

Paragon and the
Appliance of Science

P

aragon, the specialist fit-out division of Interserve,
has completed the refurbishment and interior
fit out of the Science Museum’s new £6 million
interactive gallery, Wonderlab: The Statoil Gallery.
Situated on the third floor of the museum, the
interactive gallery is 60 percent larger than its
predecessor, Launchpad, allowing the Science
Museum to set ambitious targets to double the
number of school children visiting for free to 200,000
within three years of opening.
Designed by muf architecture/art, the vision of the
gallery centres on the beauty and wonder of science
and mathematics that shape our lives and aims to
inspire visitors of all ages. This has been achieved
through the introduction of interactive exhibits
featuring scientific phenomena and mathematical

principles, which
can be directly
experienced
through our
senses. The space
also includes
artwork and
live scientific
demonstrations.
Paragon’s role on the project included
the refurbishment and fit out of the gallery including:
strip out of the existing gallery, new roof ventilation
works, replacement windows, new mechanical and
electrical services, as well as wall and floor finishes,
specialist joinery to create exhibits and a backdrop to
the remaining installation.
INSIDE CONSTRUCTION | DECEMBER 2016
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Unions Unite

C

onstruction workers will have one powerful union
voice on their side fighting for them from 1 January
2017, as members of UCATT voted by 85.5 to 14.5
percent to merge with Britain’s largest union, Unite. The
landmark move sees UCATT and Unite’s construction
membership combining to form one union for the construction industry. Heralding the move, both unions put
bad bosses on notice, saying their combined resources
and expertise would zero in on ending bogus self-employment and stopping firms indulging in a race to the bottom
by undercutting pay, terms and conditions.
With major infrastructure projects either coming on
stream or in the pipeline, the unions said the move
would also give construction workers a powerful voice in
pressing for a joined up industrial strategy, securing good
quality jobs and dramatically boosting the number of
proper apprenticeships.
Over the coming weeks Unite and UCATT will be finalising details ahead of UCATT’s formal transfer to Unite on 1
January 2017.
“This is a historic moment for the construction industry
and the men and women who work in it. From January

2017, construction workers will for the first time have
one united powerful union on their side at work,” says
Unite general secretary Len McCluskey. “Bad bosses
and construction firms employing sharp practices should
beware. Our new combined industrial voice will be used
to defend the rights of construction workers across the
UK and to campaign for secure decent jobs which pay the
rate for the job. I look forward to working with our new
colleagues and welcoming UCATT members into the Unite
family. Together we will be strong progressive voice for
Britain’s construction workers and their industry.”
UCATT acting general secretary Brian Rye said: “By
joining with Unite, the industrial muscle of all construction workers will double overnight, which is good news for
all members. Employers are going to have to get used to
dealing with one voice and one union. They need to understand that shoddy and underhand practices including;
dismissing workers without warning, exploiting workers
by paying them via agencies or umbrella companies and
ignoring key safety laws will not be tolerated and will be
exposed.”

Brexit fails to halt housing

A

Mike Quinton

lmost 36,000 new homes were registered in the UK by NHBC in the third
quarter of 2016, according to NHBC’s latest new home registration statistics.
The affordable sector was up 18 percent with 9,191 new homes registered
compared to 7,764 in Q3 2015, while 26,762 new homes were registered in the
private sector, a five percent decrease on the 28,190 a year ago.
The overall number of new home registrations is virtually identical to the same
period last year when 35,954 new homes were registered in the UK.
The figures portray a mixed picture across the UK with half of the 12 regions
showing an increase in registrations during Q3, including the South East (+56
percent), North West (+48 percent) and Yorkshire & Humberside (+42 percent) with
the others reporting a dip in numbers, such as Scotland (-38 percent) and London
(-45 percent), compared to a year ago.
The number of new home completions for the Q3 period increased by five
percent (33,341 versus 31,759 last year) when compared to the same period
12 months ago, mirroring the strong growth seen in registrations in previous
quarters.
As the leading warranty and insurance provider for new homes in the UK,
NHBC’s registration statistics are a lead indicator of UK house-building activity.
For 80 years, NHBC has been committed to driving up quality and raising
standards in house building and has approximately 80 perecent market share.
“Our latest statistics show that the industry continues to consolidate on the
strong growth in registrations seen in recent years. Following a quiet July,
registrations bounced back in August and September as the industry shrugged
off early nervousness following the vote to leave the EU,” concludes NHBC Chief
Executive Mike Quinton. “NHBC remains fully committed to support the industry
to build new homes to the highest possible standards.”

NEW!
I have worked in advertising in one form or another for over ten years and cut
my teeth via the job board advertising world working for major and niche job
boards. It was this grounding many moons ago that has always left the world of
recruitment advertising close to my now firmly print based heart…

Ben Chambers Chambers Media

It is with this passion that prompted me to continue my work with The Builders’
Conference (we have successfully been managing all ads within Inside
Construction Magazine for over a year now) where we have designed,
built and are now launching: www.buildersconfjobs.co.uk
in association with my company Chambers Media Ltd.

T

So as it is at this early stage we would ask
our members to support us and in-turn
benefit from the following packages:

here is a distinct need for a
reliable, speedy destination in the
UK for construction employers to
be able to advertise and locate talent
efficiently and reliably as well as UK
based candidates looking to find work
to match their skillset and this is what
we have produced with the Builders’
Conference JOBS.
Builders’ Conference JOBS is firmly
working towards two aims, firstly to
become the one-stop shop for all our
members to be able to source the best
talent from within the UK Construction
industry from any construction-orientated
roles such as Contracts Manager, Building
Surveyor or Technicians to name but three
within the sector! All members of course
will be given preferential membership
rates to advertise for one vacancy or
thousands…Secondly we want to be at the
forefront of non-members requirements
allowing them to also advertise their
roles and tap into our candidates, making
Builders’ Conference JOBS the no.1
destination in the UK.

1 x Job posting - £200
5 x job postings - £750
10 x Job postings - £1,000
Unlimited – 12 months - £3,000
A job posting is a live job credit online,
that will last for 4 weeks. You will have
your company logo and complete
account managed and serviced by us.
We shall also be having a dedicated
page (or two) in each edition of
the bi-monthly magazine – “Inside
Construction” to showcase featured jobs
from our members, allowing even bigger
exposure.
We are currently doing a big push for
candidates to sign-up via social media and
via our membership channels, so watch this
space as the numbers grow…

So if it’s an Architect, a CAD Technician, a Project Engineer or anyone within construction be it
on a contract, temporary or permanent basis, you know where to come!

www.buildersconfjobs.co.uk
INSIDE CONSTRUCTION | DECEMBER 2016
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A Fitting Downward

Conclusion

A below-par BCLive league table for the month of November
could be just the beginning of a prolonged period of uncertainty,
according The Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards.

I

n a year that has been categorised by the deaths
of cultural icons and major celebrities and by
seismic and isolationist shifts in the political
sphere, it seems oddly fitting that 2016 should
move towards its conclusion by heaping yet more
bad news on an already substantial pile.

NEIL EDWARDS
The Builders’ Conference CEO

While last month we were lauding the award
of the first £1 billion contract of the year, the
companies vying for supremacy on the BCLive
league table were forced to make do with rather
more meagre rations in the month of November.
And even though nine of the Top 10 each managed
to secure accumulated contract awards valued
at £100 million or more, November marked a
significant downward shift. In October, the
monthly total of contract awards came in at £4.4
billion, pretty much in line with the £4.5 to £5.0
billion that had become the established monthly
norm over the past year and a half. In November,

Powered by Project Database International
2016 © - The Builders Conference
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the total only just crept over the £3.2 billion mark.
This compares to the £4.37 billion recorded in the
same period last year.

£100 million order from client Nikal for the construction
of 1,000 new apartments across five buildings at
Birmingham’s Exchange Square.

This has further undermined the BCLive rolling
year total which – at this time last year – stood at a
record-breaking £57 billion. Today, it is down to
a lowly £43.8 billion, a massive 23 percent fall in a
single year. During the same period, the rolling
year number of projects table has slipped by 7.5
percent from 8,487 in 2015 to 7,847 in 2016.

Third place went to Galliford Try which bagged a
nine contract award haul. The most notable of these
was for the construction of a new office block for client
Brookgate in Cambridge. That contract alone was valued
at £80 million, pushing Galliford Try to a combined
monthly total of £180.2 million.

Furthermore, November was the first month of
2016 in which the number of companies making
up the BCLive league table slipped below the 300
mark, with just 295 companies winning new work.

Morgan Sindall leapt into the BCLive top four by doing
what it does best; picking up a multitude of smaller
contract awards but doing so in volume. The company
bagged a total of 17 new contract awards during the month
to deliver a £167.5 million accumulated monthly total.

Amidst all that gloom, however, several
companies took the opportunity to shine, most
notably Graham Construction which sailed to the
top of the BCLive league table with a three contract
monthly haul valued at £162.5 million.

The industry now enters the Christmas silly season and
a month shortened by festive holidays and slowed by the
usual round of office parties. So there is unlikely to be
any last minute rally that will allow a gloomy year to end
on anything other than a gloomy note.

The largest of these was a £150 million order for
the construction and refurbishment of a number
of civic buildings across Hertfordshire on behalf of
the London Borough of Barnet.

And sadly, that gloom looks set to stick around like the
hangover and expanded waistline that is part and parcel
of the Christmas festivities. In 2015, the BCLive league
table identified – on average – 850 new tenders each
month. In 2016, that average has plummeted to 650.
Projecting forward, that threatens to throw up a very
tough start to the New Year.

Sir Robert McAlpine came in a close second with
a combined £184 million haul that was buoyed by a

Powered by Project Database International
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BCLIVE.co.uk

Who is winning construction work - LIVE

Top 100 results: 01/11/2016 - 30/11/2016

BCLIVE.co.uk

Total for Period: £3,360.3m
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BCLIVE.co.uk

Who is winning construction work - LIVE

Top 100 results rolling year Dec 2015 to Nov 2016: 01/12/2015 - 30/11/2016

BCLIVE.co.uk

Total for Period: £43,992.9m
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF

TRUMPONOMICS

Donald Trump’s election as the next President of the United States will
have far-reaching economic consequences. Mark Berrisford-Smith,
Head of Economics, UK Commercial Banking HSBC Bank PLC, reports.

IC FINANCE

MARK BERRISFORD-SMITH
HSBC

I

f Donald Trump gets his way,
America will shortly embark on a
bold economic experiment. It’s
already been dubbed ‘Trumponomics’,
and boils down to a combination of
fiscal activism, trade protectionism,
and restrictions on immigration. HSBC
has raised its growth forecasts for the
United States for 2017 and 2018. But
there are considerable risks, not just
to the USA but also to the wider global
economy, and it could be the bond
markets which will have the final say.

Fillip to Growth

President-elect Trump wants to try
something that would have been
anathema to any self-respecting
Republican before he won his surprise
victory at the polls on 8th November.
He wants to increase spending by the
Federal government, especially on
the nation’s creaking infrastructure
and its defence, while at the same
time delivering substantial tax cuts to
individuals and businesses. For the
economic mainstream, such a plan
verges on heresy. In the long-running
debate about the merits, or otherwise,
of austerity, there have been those who
have argued for more public spending
and those who have championed tax
cuts; but nobody has argued that both
could be done simultaneously.
Many Republican Congressmen and
Senators have spent the past six years
thwarting spending proposals put
forward by President Obama and the
Democrats, on the grounds that the
proposals were unaffordable. Recall
the debt ceiling debacle in the summer
of 2011 and other stand-offs which
have threatened to bring the Federal
government to a standstill. It therefore

remains open to question how willing
they will be to open the coffers for the
Trump administration.
It should also be remembered
that although the Republicans have
majorities in both houses of Congress,
they are well short of the 60 votes
which are needed in the Senate to bring
debates to a close. The Democrats
could well put up something of a fight,
unless they are offered something in
return. It therefore seems likely that
it will be well into 2017 before any
significant tax measures are enacted.
HSBC’s forecast for GDP growth next
year has therefore been nudged up
only slightly, from 2.1 to 2.3 percent.
A more substantive acceleration is
then expected in 2018, by which time
the impact of tax cuts will be feeding
through to households’ disposable
incomes, and to investment spending
and hiring by businesses. The proposed
infrastructure investment programmes
will also by then be making a tangible
difference to government investment
spending and to employment. Our
forecast for GDP growth has therefore
been raised from 2.2 to 2.7 percent,
which if realised would be the fastest
rate of expansion achieved by the
United States since 2005.

Paying the Bill

The big question, of course, is how all
this will be paid for. Mr Trump and
his advisers appear to believe that
infrastructure and defence spending
can be ramped up and taxes cut
with only a minor impact on the
budget deficit. The plans of the new
administration remain hazy, but they
seem to be pinning their hopes on being
able to make savings in government
spending in non-investment areas, and
are also counting on tax cuts delivering
faster growth and hence stronger
revenues.
An article published in Bloomberg’s
Businessweek magazine on 17th
November discussed the different
approach being taken by Donald
Trump’s team to economic modelling of
tax and spending changes. By changing
some of the conventional assumptions

made in these modelling exercises, they
were able to model a tax cut of $4.4
trillion over ten years with barely any
damage to the Federal government’s
budget position. Anyone who has ever
studied economics will be all too aware
of the seemingly-daft assumptions
made by many conventional models:
such as the notion that individuals
are homogeneous and that they don’t
die. Moreover, the models which
have been used for assessing fiscal
proposals in the United States have also
relied on static, rather than dynamic
analysis: this means that any impact
on economic growth from changes to
taxation or government spending in
any given year is not fed back into the
model. This might seem bizarre, but
helps to keep the models relatively
simple. Taking a dynamic approach and
using more realistic assumptions about
the behaviour of individuals and firms
can produce very different results.
Yet even if a dynamic approach to
modelling, in place of the traditional
static models, turns out to offer a better
approximation of real world conditions,
it remains highly questionable whether
the US economy can achieve the
sort of growth rates that Mr Trump
and his advisers touted when they
unveiled their economic plans back in
September. They have offered a vision
of reduced corporate and personal
taxation, deregulation (including the
removal of some banking regulations),
investment in infrastructure, and a
renegotiation of trading arrangements
as a means to lifting the economy’s
growth rate to more than 3.5 percent
a year. America hasn’t achieved that
sort of growth since the late 1990s,
when productivity surged during the
tech boom. These days achieving
such growth is rendered much more
difficult by the dampening effects of an
ageing population, by the march of new
technologies which are threatening to
replace more jobs with machines, and
by global competition from lower-cost
producers.

Starting to Normalise

Yet it’s quite possible that Mr Trump’s
strategy will deliver a boost to growth
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in the short term, in which case it’s also
probable that it will cause the rate of
price inflation to pick up a little more
quickly. Which brings us to the stance
of the Federal Reserve.The Fed, and its
Chairwoman Janet Yellen, were among
the many targets of Mr Trump’s scorn
while he was out on the stump. He’s
not a fan of ultra-low interest rates, and
even less so of quantitative easing. It
therefore seems quite likely that Mrs
Yellen will only serve one term at the
helm of the Fed, with Mr Trump using
his Presidential prerogative to pick
somebody more to his liking when her
term ends in 2018.

expect that the Fed will deliver two rate
hikes – both of 25 basis points – during
the course of 2017, with one more in the
first half of 2018. In other words, we are
looking for the range for the benchmark
policy rate to be hiked by 100 basis
points between now and the middle of
2018, which would take it to 1.25-1.50
percent. This is still extremely low
by historic standards, but could have
major implications for the dollar if other
central banks are unable, or unwilling,
to follow suit. The sapping effect of a
strong dollar on export competitiveness
is just one of the potential pitfalls of
Trumponomics.

In the meantime, expect the
relationship between the Trump
administration and the Federal Reserve
to be somewhat tetchy. Like other
central banks in advanced economies,
the Fed guards its independence fiercely,
but there will be growing pressure for it
to get on with the process of returning
monetary policy to a more normal
setting.

The most obvious risk to the Trump
economic strategy is that the sums
won’t add up. The government’s deficit
is much smaller than was the case in
the aftermath of the global financial
crisis, but it still came in at more than 3
percent of GDP in the fiscal year which
ended in September. Donald Trump’s
election has already triggered a sharp
response from the bond markets, with
yields rising as prices have tumbled.

The minutes from November’s
policy meeting, which was held the
week before the Presidential election,
suggested that the next increase in the
Federal funds’ target rate is imminent,
with the members of the Federal Open
Markets Committee also discussing
when it would be appropriate to start
rolling back the various incarnations of
quantitative easing.
A hike of 25 basis points, which
would take Federal Funds’ Target Rate
to a range of 0.50-0.75 percent, is now
viewed by the markets as a done deal
when the next policy meeting concludes
on 14th December. With Trumponomics
likely to pull the rate of inflation up
towards the 2 percent target we now

Indeed, the US Treasury managed to
sell only half of a new issue of bonds
worth $26 billion on 21st November.
If the markets start to fear that the
deficit is about to balloon again then
the recent falls in prices could turn
into a rout. In America, where many
homeowners have 30-year mortgages,
the yields on long-dated Treasuries are
an important determinant of the rates
people get charged for their loans.
If Donald Trump and his
administration can manage to pull
off a sustainable reflation of the US
economy, it will do a major service to
the rest of the ailing global economic
system. Quite apart from anything else

“ It is possible that Mr Trump’s strategy might

deliver a boost to growth in the short term”
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it will demonstrate that there is a viable
alternative to the consensus that has
ruled the roost for the past decade.
With central banks in other countries
fast running out of ammunition, a
challenge to the group-think of very
low (or even negative) interest rates,
and ever weirder forms of quantitative
easing, might be no bad thing. But if
Trumponomics doesn’t overturn the
prevailing consensus, then it could well
be the bond markets which will have
the last laugh.

Fortress America

Yet even if President Trump succeeds
in boosting America’s rate of economic
growth, the benefit to the global
economy could be offset if he follows
through with his various threats to
curtail cross-border trade and capital
flows. In a video released on 21st
November, Mr Trump vowed to cancel
America’s participation in the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) immediately
on assuming the office of President.
The 11 other signatories could soldier
on regardless, but given that access to
the US markets was one of the prime
motivations for the agreement it may no
longer have much appeal. Instead, the
baton of trade liberalisation, at least in
Asia, will pass to China and the proposed
Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP). This is a fledgling
trade pact involving sixteen countries.
But while RCEP aims to reduce or
eliminate tariffs on many goods, it is not
as deep a deal as the TPP.
Perhaps of greater concern is Mr
Trump’s threat to impose swingeing
tariffs of 45 and 35 percent respectively
on imports from China and Mexico,
unless those countries agree to a new

bilateral trading arrangement which
would curb the USA’s large deficit with
these countries. Admittedly, the gap
between America’s exports to China and
its imports is huge, and has continued
to widen in recent years, coming in at
$334 billion in 2015. In comparison, the
shortfall of $58 billion on the trade with
Mexico is relatively small beer (and is
less than the deficit of $77 billion on
trade with Germany).

Risks to the global
outlook

The risk is that the imposition of tariffs
would simply prompt a similar response
from Mexico and China, resulting in a
tit-for-tat trade war. Before the global
financial crisis cross-border trade
was a reliable engine of economic
expansion. That’s no longer the case
(and goes some way to explaining the
ongoing malaise of global economic
growth). If the Trump administration
remains wedded to a ‘Fortress America’
mentality, this could make an already
difficult situation worse, re-running the
slide into protectionism of the 1930s.
The hope must therefore be that the
Trump administration is able to deliver
a fillip to US economic growth while
pursuing trade policies that don’t make
a difficult global economic situation
even worse. The one certainty is that if
Trumponomics works it will be a massive
defeat for mainstream economics. If
generating faster growth through
improved productivity turns out to be
this easy, voters will rightly ask why
other politicians have not had the will
or wit to do it sooner. The alternative, of
course, is that Trumponomics will just be
another passing fad: that it won’t work
at all, or delivers results which fall well
short of its promises.

“ The most obvious risk to the Trump economic

strategy is that the sums won't addup”
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LOOKING FOR SOME BILLS OF
QUANTITIES FOR A TENDER?
Have you...
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

had a tender arrive from a client that you don’t want to let down?
an opportunity to negotiate a project that needs measuring?
got a specification and drawings project you need some bills for?
got a bill of quantities in a tender and want them checked?
a problem with a subcontractor account and need it quantifying?
a schedule of works that needs expanding on?
got a CSA that needs detail measurement broken down into phases?
OR just simply got a lot of work on?

Then get in touch and let us take the pressure off you
We provide measurement support on an “as
needs” basis and act as an extension to your
Estimating Division, responding quickly to your
contract deadlines. Our philosophy is to provide
clients with a professional and individual service
in a straightforward and uncomplicated manner.
Recognising that no two organisations are the same,
we adopt a consultative approach to support you
when you need us.

We can produce bills of quantities in SMM7, NRM,
MMHW and CESMM style in Excel workbooks to
your own template, or in a CITE format if you prefer.
With a team of 20 surveyors, our size and experience
enables us to assign individual(s) with skills and
experience suited to your project.
By using our services, you can be assured that your
project is being handled by a professional, reputable,
capable and experienced team providing a costeffective and timely solution.

If we can be of assistance in any way
call us on 01234 581 940
or email admin@mynottlimited.co.uk

www.mynottlimited.co.uk
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Confidence,
Not Caution

D-Drill managing director Julie White says that construction
companies are still cautious going into 2017 at a time
when they should be full of confidence.

T

he latest Markit/CIPS UK
Construction PMI showed that
business activity in the sector had
risen at the fastest rate since March and
that commercial work had picked up for
the first time in six months.
But White says a shortage in skills, a
rise in material costs and general uncertainty have left many in construction
feeling unsure of what 2017 will bring
as business optimism dropped to its
lowest since the middle of 2013.
“It’s a strong end to the year and
means the construction sector continues to show resilience in a tough
and uncertain economic climate. The
residential sector and the commercial
sector have performed well over recent
months – with some companies saying
work has resumed following the referendum vote,” White says. “However,
the rising costs and the deep uncertainty around Brexit and what it will mean
to the UK mean confidence is at a three
year low. With the statistics as they
are and with the potential for the three

Hs – Hinkley, HS2 and Heathrow – this
should be a time when construction is
full of confidence but instead, companies are still cautious. There is also still
a skills shortage in the industry which
prevented many firms from bidding for
work this year.”
Against this background, Julie White
remains optimistic about the sector’s
outlook for the coming year. “It’s a very
unclear picture at the moment and that
reflects the national mood. All the ingredients are there for this to be a boom
time for construction – we need more
houses, more commercial space, better
infrastructure – but the uncertainty is
weighing heavily on confidence among
companies,” she concludes. “I believe
we can be confident going into 2017 but
I think for everyone’s sake, the Government needs to show how it is going to
deal with Brexit to give everyone clarity
and to ensure investment remains on
track.”
For more

Click
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The Farmer Review –

Modernise or Die!

The Builders Conference asks: Is the construction sector ready for the
radical shake up that’s recommended by Mark Farmer in his report on
how the industry needs to attract a new, younger workforce?

L

et’s face it, there are probably
not many school or college
leavers today who would
consider a career in the construction
industry – images of cold, wet, dirty
and possibly unsafe building sites
don’t hold the same attraction as a
nice warm office, factory or shop
environment. In actual fact, two
thirds of British people would not
consider working in construction – a
statistic from a YOUGOV poll earlier
this year.
This, perhaps unsurprising, but
nonetheless sorry state of affairs is
one of the strands investigated by
researcher Mark Farmer on behalf
of the Government in his recent
review of the construction sector –
ominously titled: Modernise or Die!

The reason behind the report
is the growing concern over the
capacity of the industry in this
country to respond to the huge role
construction needs to play to build
infrastructure and the homes that are
so desperately needed.

STATEMENT
“A healthy and robust construction
sector is vital to underpinning the
government’s commitment to delivering
critical new housing and infrastructure
projects. The industry neds to seize
the opportunity to celebrate this
contribution it makes and in partnership
with government and other key
stakeholders ensure it overcomes
the current barriers to fulfilling its
potential”
Mark Farmer CEO, Cast
We are suffering with an ageing
workforce as more and more people
are leaving the sector. Combine
this with the dwindling numbers of
young talent joining, and the overall
workforce is reducing. A disjointed
supply chain made up of smaller
businesses and self-employment
also doesn’t help as they tend not to
invest in training or apprenticeships.
If Brexit results in the reduction of
migrant labour, situation could be
made even worse.

“ We are suffering with an ageing workforce as more and more people
are leaving the sector. Combine this with the dwindling numbers of
young talent joining, and the overall workforce is reducing”
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‘With an ageing
workforce and
a widening
skills gap, it
is imperative
that the next generation
understand the fantastic
opportunities open to them in
the construction sector. Now,
more than ever, we have to
change perceptions and inspire
and enable young people to
join the industry. We all need
to join together to make it
happen.’
Carol Lynch CEO CYT

“Growth and prosperity is not assured if we cannot solve
the housing crisis in the UK. It is, at heart, finance + policy +
construction problem. We have taken a ‘first principles’ look at the
construction part of the problem. The UK needs to learn how to
build at an enormous scale, cheaply, quickly, compactly, with a work
force whose skill base is falling, sustainably, reliably, ‘architecturally’
and with wide variation in height, floor plan and façade. Volumetric
modular will not do it. ‘Flat-pack’ modular will. BuroHappold have
developed such a flat-pack modular system.”
Adam Poole Market Analyst
Buro Happold Engineering

“We have long advocated ‘Pre Manufacture’ and our hotel and
student accommodation clients use it extensively. Its use on
housing projects has only scratched the surface. Offsite production
should and could take place in British factories, as opposed to
overseas, and the Government should look to encourage and
incentivise. Pre production could definitely contribute to building
more homes, help to solve the skills shortage and create British
jobs post Brexit”

Steve Jones, Managing Director MDA Consulting Ltd

STATEMENT
The report states that the industry
faces “inexorable decline” unless
drastic steps are taken to address
the longstanding and deep routed
problems. 10 recommendations have
been made by Mark and his team to
challenge the sector in the ways it
works and trains its workforce. The
review also highlights the role off-site
construction (photo) could play and
how measures could be introduced to
encourage more investment.
Younger people considering a
job in construction might well be
encouraged if the ‘product’ was
assembled in a factory – perhaps
more appealing than sliding around
in the mud on site?! There is also
a big push needed to make young
people aware of other non-site roles
the sector can offer such as land
buyers, accountants, engineers and
sales and marketing staff.
Mark Farmer suggests that in
order for the industry to make the

“Low productivity continues
to hamper the sector while
recent high levels of cost
inflation driven by a shortage
of workers has stalled
numerous housing schemes
as they have become too
expensive to build”
Mark Farmer CEO Cast
improvements that are needed, a
focus on behavioural change must
be introduced – equivalent to the
‘carrier bag charge’. This could
include a tax on businesses who
work in a way that does not support
industry innovation, R&D or skills
development.
Construction is notorious for being
stuck in its ways but those ways are
just not suitable anymore for the
21st century and beyond – in fact
the sector’s training model is even
called ‘dysfunctional’ by the report.

▷
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10 Recommendations of

the Farmer Review – in brief:
1. Construction Leadership Council to drive the delivery of
the required industry change
2. CITB to be comprehensively reviewed
3. The housing sector should be used as a scalable pilot
programme to increase levels of investment and
innovation in pre-manufacture

“There are many of us in
this industry who have been
saying for a long time that
we need to move with the
times. The skills shortage is
becoming more acute and
training the future generation
is absolutely fundamental to
the sector’s survival. I would
caution against a one-size fits
all approach. The way to tackle
this issue is to look at the
needs of all businesses – small,
medium and large to make
sure everyone gets the support
they need to implement the
changes”
Julie White Managing Director
of Diamond Drilling & concrete
sawing specialists D-Drill

The review is a stark reminder that
we need to pull the sector out of
the dark ages and try new ways of
working in order to thrive. How
successful the recommendations
will be, whether businesses will
embrace them and how they will be
implemented remains to be seen
but one thing is certain, the industry
cannot carry on the way it is.

For further reading:

Click here

4. Industry, Government, clients and academics need to
deliver a comprehensive innovation programme, defining
key measures of progress and report against these. To
be used as a check for possible need for more radical
intervention
5. Reformed CITB and industrial bodies need to ensure
training is modernised and therefore capable of
producing talent appropriate for a digitally enabled world
6. Government should be willing to intervene by way of
further education, planning and tax/employment policies
to support the role construction plays in its industrial
strategy
7. More work by a reformed CITB or similar to transform the
image of construction as a career and create an outreach
programme to schools
8. Government should stimulate the housing sector through
the promotion of pre-manufactured solutions including
direct commissioning and planning breaks
9. Housing Policy Planning by the Government should
assemble and publish a pipeline of demand across the
new build housing sector and all tenures – encouraging
private developers and investors to participate
10. Develop a strategy to ensure the behavioural change
happens. Suggestion is a 0.5% levy on clients to be
paid if they cannot demonstrate their project is using
pre-manufacture, contributing to skills development or
investing in other forms of innovation or R&D.
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Laing O’Rourke
Bridges Skills Gap

L

aing O’Rourke has launched a
report to help tackle the UK’s
increased skills gap in the
construction and infrastructure sector.
With infrastructure investment taking
centre stage in Philip Hammond’s much
anticipated first Autumn Statement,
focus has once again turned to how the
UK tackles the growing skills gap within
construction and infrastructure. Laing
O’Rourke’s new report highlights the
critical skills issues facing the industry
today.
Titled, ‘A ten-point plan to overcome
the UK’s Construction and Infrastructure
skills gap’, the report presents a series
of recommendations to Government,
industry and education providers on
how a unified approach can help to
deliver the skilled workforce that our
infrastructure and economy needs.
John O’Connor, Laing O’Rourke’s
Group Human Capital Director said:
“Our plan highlights that there is a
worrying skills shortage in the UK
construction and engineering sectors
and presents a clear series of practical
recommendations to help close the
skills gap in the design, manufacturing,
engineering and construction spaces.”
Mark Farmer, author of the Farmer
Review said: “My recently published
Farmer Review recommendations
are centred on being able to improve
productivity and predictability whilst
making the industry more attractive
to new entrants through a digital
engineering led education, skills
development and end to end delivery
approach. Laing O’Rourke has taken

bold and visionary steps in their
business to embrace this agenda
ahead of many of their competitors
and I believe this 10 point plan is an
important addition to the debate on
how we appropriately modernise and
safeguard our industry’s future.”
Alison Watson, founder and Managing
Director of Class of Your Own, and
creator of the Design Engineer
Construct! (DEC!) curriculum said:
“The UK could be a world leader in
built environment education, but for
too long, we’ve delivered student
engagement that focuses on quick
wins instead of long term impact. Laing
O’Rourke was an early supporter of the
DEC! learning programme, and are now
seeing the rewards of their commitment
through the young, exciting talent
they have helped to develop. I wholly
support the LOR ten-point plan - the
skills are out there in today’s digital
generation; there’s simply a lack of
awareness that they can be applied in
the Construction industry.”
This ten-point plan provides
recommendations which are realistic
and achievable and will help tackle
the crisis facing the country and
the solutions will help advance the
skills agenda moving forward.The
supply of skilled workers is vital to
the industry in order for it to deliver
major construction and infrastructure
projects across the country, and
with the Government’s recent
announcements, investment and
retention is needed more than ever
to tackle the mismatch between the
supply and demand of new
recruits and trained professionals.

The report’s 10
recommendations are:
1.

Flex the Government’s planned
Apprenticeship Levy and reduce
delays to approval of ‘Trailblazer
Apprenticeship’ standards

2.

Create regionally focused skills
pipelines

3.

Increase availability of Russell
Group standard part-time
degree apprenticeships

4.

Review options for career
transitioning apprenticeships

5.

Introduce GCSEs and A-levels in
Design, Engineer and Construct
(DEC) disciplines

6.

Foster collaboration between
industry and government to
deliver a broader range of
improved careers advice for
construction and engineering

7.

Commit the industry to
measurable improvements
in diversity

8.

Seize the opportunity of the
new Department for Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy

9.

Support the creation of a single
construction and infrastructure
skills body

10. Facilitate the ongoing professional
development of a directly
employed workforce

“ Our plan highlights that there is a worrying skills shortage in the

UK construction and engineering sectors and presents a clear series
of practical recommendations to help close the skills gap in the
design, manufacturing, engineering and construction spaces”
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Graham Calls for New Approach

Michael-Graham,
Executive Chairman,
GRAHAM

GRAHAM Executive Chairman, Michael Graham, has
welcomed the key recommendations of the Farmer
review, and in particular the need to address the
growing ‘skills crisis’ within the industry. Mr Graham
has set out how a new approach by his company is
creating a long-term solution to the issue.

M

r Graham outlined how GRAHAM Construction
was developing innovative methods in its
search for new talent as it continues to expand
its footprint across the UK, but also stressed that more
needs to be done across the sector.
He stated how their current approach is all about
focusing on understanding the drivers that motivate
people to join the industry, creating multiple entry
points with fast track opportunities and reaching out to
groups that might not normally be attracted to a career
in construction.
“With the recent opening of our 14th office, over
1,900 staff employed by the business and a healthy
forward order book, recruitment and retention of talent
is essential if we are to continue delivering some of
the most innovative and iconic projects across these
islands,” said Mr Graham.
He went on to say: “Getting the right people, at the
right time, is the lifeblood of any business and this is
equally true for the construction industry. At GRAHAM,
our ambition is focused on attracting, developing and
retaining talented, high performing people.
“Through the GRAHAM Academy, which is recognised
as an industry leader, we are providing opportunities
for young people to learn new skills and gain national
qualifications within our apprenticeship, industrial

placement and graduate programmes.
“And, as a proud member of the 5% Club*, we’re
already ahead of the game with 12% of our team
learning, earning and making a difference on our student
schemes, apprenticeships and graduate development
programme.
“Energising the next generation is vital for the future of
our industry. This year we are attending a record number
of career fairs and communicating with prospective
employees in creative, innovative ways using staff
ambassadors and direct partnerships with Schools,
Universities and Colleges to promote a career within
the sector.
“In order to attract talent from a wider audience we
need to understand that people have very different
drivers in the modern workplace. We need to redefine
not only the image of construction but also explore and
create innovative, attractive work environments, which
actively promote flexibility, work life balance and provide
purpose.
“To promote and support our innovative plans we
have just launched a new careers website which presents
a much more balanced and attractive image of the
construction industry to potential recruits. The future
of the industry is dependent on our ability to adapt,
modernise and showcase the great careers we offer.”

27972 Melbury 185 x 62mm advert 29/01/2015 10:55 Page 1

Cost-effective solutions for the
challenges your business faces
Drafting or Vetting Contracts
Settlement of Final Accounts
Adjudication

Commercial Management
Dispute Avoidance/Resolution
Training and Seminars

We will identify your objectives, risks and entitlements
and develop a bespoke strategy to achieve your
objectives and meet your targets.
0845 604 8322
info@melburyconsulting.com
www.melburyconsulting.com
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Is

Collaboration

the answer?
Tel: 01305 831 765

Paul Long from the Builders Profile believes the
industry needs to work together in smarter ways.

C

hancellor Phillip Hammond
infrastructure spending, poor land
announced an extra £ 2.3bn for
availability and constant roadblocks
a new housing infrastructure
in planning. As well as the shortage
fund in the Government’s Autumn
of skilled labour, lack of ‘new blood’ Builder’s Profile for Subcontractors & Suppliers
Statement. There’s also £ 1.4bn for
and adequate training for them. Then
A user-friendly ‘complete once, share many’ service that makes PQQ
affordable homes and £ 1.7bn to speed
there’s Health & Safety and Fair Payment.
submission simple, and keeping information up-to-date easy.
new-homes construction on public
That’s before the towering overhead of
land. It sounds a lot of money, and for
time consuming repetitive PQQs where
www.buildersprofile.co.uk
sure
it’s welcome, but to many in the
every Main Contractor has its own ‘unique’
construction industry, it’s a drop in the
question-set to ask almost the same
ocean. So, we need to ask, in the face of questions. A perfect storm? Recently, the
a ‘gloomy outlook’, how can we do more industry’s acknowledged the need for a
with less, and how do we make a splash better way to handle PQQs. And, like it or
out of a drop? Perhaps with better
not, everyone needs to address efficiency...
collaboration through slicker supply
and choose whether to collaborate or not.
chain integration?

BP Subcontractors Ad 210x144.indd 1

7/30/15 5:22:40 PM

The Industry’s
Perfect Storm

The UK faces uncertainty, inflation and
possibly recession. The construction
industry has its traditional issues: low

PAS91 The First Step

One answer is to use the collaboration
tools already available to us. The first
part of the PQQ ‘solution’ was for BSI
to ask key industry players, including
Builder’s Profile, to help create a

▷
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No Tsunami Surge Of
Paperwork For
Thames Tideway?
Collaborating For Success
common question-set, which became
the PAS91 Standard. On its own, PAS91
can’t solve the problem, but it is a
great first step and helps by allowing
those that adopt it to have the same
questions. However, PAS91 continues
the need for administration heavy PQQ
submissions, often continuing to build
paper mountains - and it still can’t
share the answers!

A Simple PQQ &
Compliance Solution For
Supply Chain Integration?
What’s required is a centrally held,
available-to-all, open-access common
database that stores and shares
everyone’s PAS91-based PQQ data.
BSI stated that PAS91’s significant
benefits “can only be fully realised with
the availability of a single, universally
shared electronic database.” This
is precisely what Builder’s Profile
provides. It holds all the PQQ data and
documents and helps Subcontractors
manage, maintain and share it.
Simple! And to ensure everyone is
confident Insurances, Certificates and
Commercials are up-to-date and ready
for assessment, the system makes
contact before things expire. Brilliant!

It’s The ‘Construction
Industry’s’ Collaboration
Solution
But there’s always a price to pay? Well
yes and no. Builder’s Profile has a
rule – “there will never be any barriers
to having a Builder’s Profile – no one
is ever forced to pay anything”. So
it’s free to Main Contractors, and for
Subcontractors a Basic Membership
is also free. They complete multiple
profiles for as many Main Contractors

Many believe that everything must be about their own
competitive advantage, but let’s think for a moment.
What about those projects that are so big even our largest competitors must chose to ‘collaborate’ in a Joint
Venture? Joint Ventures create scale and capability,
share skills bases and importantly, mitigate risk. And,
potentially, create a PQQ & compliance nightmare with
a tsunami like surge of paper work - not so for Thames
Tideway.

Helping Turn The Tide In London

The 25 km Thames Tideway Tunnel project started in
2016 and will upgrade London’s sewers to cope with the
demands of the city into the 22nd Century. This massive
£ 4.2bn infrastructure project is served by three specially formed Joint Ventures that will employ around 5,800
skilled workers across 24 sites. Contractor collaboration
and supply chain integration are critical to the success
of the project. That’s why all three Tideway JV’s chose
Builder’s Profile to share PQQ information right across
the project:
Tideway West - BMB JV - BAM Nuttall Ltd, Morgan
Sindall Plc and Balfour Beatty Group Ltd
Tideway Central - FLO JV - Ferrovial Agroman UK
Ltd and Laing O’Rourke Construction
Tideway East - CVB JV - Costain, VINCI Construction
Grands Projets and Bachy Soletanche Ltd

Supply Chain Benefits?

Supply Chain members each have a single online store
for PQQ & compliance information - instantly available
and easily updated. Builder’s Profile Premium Members’ Profiles are already available to the Tideway Joint
Ventures. For no-cost Basic Members, submitting a
Profile to one of the Tideway Joint Ventures means it’s
available to all of them. And for Tideway Main Contractors, Builder’s Profile enables collaborative working with
clear lines of communication, assessment and reporting
right across the Joint Ventures. The pre-qualification
of potential suppliers and subcontractors will deliver
instant PQQ publication to the Tideway delivery teams.
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as they wish. But here’s the smart bit –
for a small cost, Subcontractors with a
Premium Membership can maintain just
one Profile and share it with every Main
Contractor – which saves an ocean of
time and money. So the whole industry
can decide when, for them, the savings
outweigh the costs and meanwhile the
whole industry can share information
and collaborate to reduce duplication
and get things done faster … now
there’s the big splash!

The Author:

Paul Long
Managing Director

Paul’s credentials were built
on an Oxford MA and time as a
Coopers & Lybrand management
consultant. Paul has consulted for
many blue-chip companies and
Government bodies including BT,
BP, Esso, Laing and the ECGD.
Since focusing on the construction
industry, Paul’s championed
greater business-intelligence
through practical information
exchange. His strategic
pragmatism helped create the
globally successful application,
Project Database, to manage
construction sales leads. Now
Paul is leading the rapid adoption
and growth – 25,000 subscribers
- of Builder’s Profile, the openaccess Common Database PQQ &
compliance service. Paul likes real
ale and Aston Martins.

Builder’s Profile

Builder’s Profile is designed
to meet the needs of the UK
construction industry by solving
the problem of repetitive,
bureaucratic supply chain prequalification. Builder’s Profile
collates, improves and shares the
information that allows supply
chain competency to be assessed
easily and assured effectively. This
simplified sharing of standardsbased supply-chain information
enhances productivity and
benefits profitability to the benefit
of both industry and economy.
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The Builder’s Conference
has launched a new
feature on its updated
website called Contractor
of the Month. The articles
focus on businesses that
are ambassadors for the
sector, are great places to
work and are dedicated
to improving the image
of construction including
responding to the skills
shortage with training
programmes, working
with the community and
using innovative
construction techniques.

CONTRACTOR
OF THE MONTH

Kind & Company, have recently celebrated their
70th anniversary and are looking forward to
the future, working hard with young people
to develop talent and skills the sector needs.

W

orking across London and the
southeast, Kind and Co are
known for their consistent
delivery of quality commercial, care,
education and housing projects.
Moving into their 71st year in 2016,
the Company has seen a series of new
clients and higher value project wins
alongside their numerous established
contacts.
“The Royal Hospital Estates team were
most impressed with the service Kind
& Co provided… the team were easy
to deal with , accommodating and the
quality of product was outstanding…. I
would most definitely use Kind & Co for
future projects” – Andy Hickling (Royal
Hospital, Chelsea)

The Abbeyfield
Kent Society
Ground Breaking
Ceremony.
St Martin’s,
Larkfield, Kent

Focus on growing talent

A trawl through the company archive
shows a pattern of encouragement,
personal development and promotion.
The current Joint Managing Directors,
Bill Bassenger and Tony Battle both
joined the company in junior roles and
worked through the ranks. Furthermore,
Employee of the Year, Site Manager
David Brown has progressed within the
company from carpentry apprentice
to site managing an £11M commercial
project in central London.
Role models such as these provide
inspiration to the next generation as
the company proactively encourages
trainees and apprenticeships. The
company currently has five Trainee
Surveyors at various stages through
their BSc in Construction Management
and one carpentry apprentice.
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“Joining Kind has given me the
opportunity of good experience,
support for my Quantity Surveying
degree and the feeling of being part
of a dedicated, friendly team” – Harry
Sloan, 1st year Trainee Surveyor

Harry Sloan
Trainee Surveyor

In the last eighteen months, having
completed their Site Manager training,
three apprentices who served as
Assistant Site Managers alongside
mentors successfully delivered
their first projects as Site Managers.

There are currently five employees
undertaking the Chartered Institute
of Builders Site Supervisors training.
Kind is also committed to the Shared
Apprenticeship Scheme and has worked
closely with the CITB, most recently
being involved with CITB (London)’s
‘Evolve’ Shared Apprenticeship Scheme.
Taking subcontractors into account
Kind have had over two hundred
apprentices connected with its
projects during the last year.

Working with the community – giving something back
School Hoarding
competition

Kind believes in positive
engagement with local communities,
especially the younger members of
society. At Singlegate Primary School
in Merton, South-West London there
was an opportunity for a particularly
creative project. With the help of the
Site Manager, materials suppliers and
carpenters, Kind’s site hoarding was
decorated and submitted for the
annual Considerate Constructors
Scheme ‘Ivor Goodsite’ Hoarding Competition and came runner-up.

Helping self builders
develop the skills to
complete their own homes
In 2015 Kind completed a project in
conjunction with Circle Housing and
a group of enterprising residents who
set out to build their own homes. Kind
were chosen to construct the infrastructure, building envelopes and first
fix of the ten houses. The residents
then enrolled in a local college to learn
the skills required to undertake the
second fix. Kind also provided a Site
Manager and tradesmen to assist in
the completion of the properties.

Pupils of Singlegate School with their medals in front of the site
hoarding. London Borough of Merton

“ Moving into their 71st year in 2016, the

Company has seen a series of new clients
and higher value project wins alongside
their numerous established contacts”

▷
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FEATURED
PROJECT

Architect’s impression of the completed Almshouse development. 1C
The Drive, Walthamstow

1C The Drive, Almshouses,
Walthamstow

Kind & Company has undertaken several
care schemes over the years, but one in
particular had special significance, being
local to the office and for one of the oldest
charitable organisations in the country. The
Walthamstow and Chingford Almshouse
Charity (WCAC) traces its roots back to
the early 1500s and still provides quality
affordable housing to older people with
longstanding local links.
The £5.1M project at 1C The Drive,
Walthamstow comprises of the design and
construction of twenty new apartments for
older persons. The design takes into account
many of the recommendations of the HAPPI
report (Housing our Ageing Population: Panel
for Innovation). Each apartment comprises
a large living room, double bedroom with
en-suite bathroom and adaptable kitchen.
The scheme has encompassed modern design
thinking to provide an efficient, calm and
supportive environment.
Speaking about the project, Tony Battle,
Joint Managing Director of Kind & Company
said, “As a local contractor it is a pleasure and
an honour to be appointed to construct this
fabulous building by such an important local
charity.”
Away from the housing and education
sectors, Kind is delivering an £11M nine-storey
commercial building in the heart of London.
The project has involved the demolition
of two existing multi-storey buildings,
excavation and reinforcement of the subsoil
and foundations, and significant temporary
works to support the adjacent buildings. The
structure comprises approximately 2,043m²
of offices and 492m² of retail accommodation.
The scheme includes a concrete and steel
frame with Portland stone façade and bronze
windows.

Architect’s impression of the high-end commercial building. Berners
Street, Central London

To nominate a Contractor Of
Email
The Month –
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As Kind & Co moves into its eighth decade,
the nature and size of the contracts being
won illustrates its ability to attract new clients
with stimulating and challenging projects.
The company’s ethos of cooperative working,
encouragement and building together
generates a positive enthusiasm for
the future of the organisation.
Visit www.kind-build.com

SOLUTIONS USING YOUR PHONE
AS THE REMOTE CONTROLLER
Activation | Monitoring | Supervision & Control

0800 772 0783
email: sales@gsm-activate.co.uk
We also sell:
• GSM Intercom • GSM Auto Dialler
• Temperature/Smoke/Gas GSM Alarms • GSM Switches
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IC HEALTH & SAFETY

Creating the Risk of Harm
Lee Singleton, Health & Safety Consultant from Academy Consulting
takes a look at what the new health and safety sentencing guidelines
might entail, specifically in respect of the Construction
(Design & Management) Regulations 2015.
www. academy.eu.com

W

hen it
comes to
health and
safety, there are
many people working
in construction
who are not fully
aware of where and
how they and their
organisations fit in the
chain of responsibility.
On 1st February
this year, the
New Sentencing
Guidelines for Health and Safety Offences, Corporate
Manslaughter and Food Safety and Hygiene (NSG)
came into effect, with a host of changes that affect all
sectors of business and industry. In construction, we
also saw the introduction of the Construction (Design
and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM2015) in
April last year. As many now know and appreciate,
CDM2015 places more of the onus for health and safety
risk management on the clients and has removed
the statutory client advisor role of CDM Co-ordinator.
NSG is certainly focused as much on punishing the
individuals responsible for making decisions that lead
to risk of harm as it is on bodies corporate.
As a statutory instrument to the Health and Safety at
Work Act 1974 (HSWA), CDM2015 places multi-layered
duties throughout the chain of responsibility that are
perhaps not apparent at face value. With no case law
or Approved Code of Practice (ACoP) currently in place
to support CDM2015 there is a degree of uncertainty
and wariness in the industry, primarily due to the
custodial sentences that can now be handed down to
individuals for offences.
The Sentencing Council, the legal fraternity and
the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) conclude that
there have been major disparities in sentencing for
offences committed under the HSWA. It is generally
acknowledged that these disparities have occurred
because so few health and safety offences end in
prosecution that magistrates and judges have not
received sufficient exposure to such cases. Therefore
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sentencing has been on a very subjective basis, leading to
inconsistency.
In a nutshell, NSG is a set of clearly defined parameters to guide
sentencing for these offences into a more consistent format.
When it comes to defining harm itself, the critical statement
in NSG is as follows:
Health and safety offences are concerned with failures to
manage risks to health and safety and do not require proof
that the offence caused any actual harm. The offence is in
creating a risk of harm. (NSG, 2016)
This offence of ‘creating the risk of harm, not actually
causing harm’ is not commonly understood in construction.
However, prosecution rather than other means available to
the HSE, such as prohibition notices, for those failures not
resulting in harm seems unlikely.
Keith Morton QC of Temple Garden Chambers describes
why admitting guilt and liability in any fashion since the
introduction of the new guidelines might not seem so
appealing:
“The proposed guidelines follow what the Sentencing
Council itself describes as a “small scale” research exercise
based largely on press reports. Nevertheless, the council has
concluded that there is some inconsistency in sentencing of
individuals. Unsurprisingly, the Council suggests that unless
the risk of harm is very low all cases of deliberate breach (the
highest category of culpability) should result in an immediate
custodial sentence. Where, however, there will be a marked
change in practice (which is contrary to the Council’s
intention) is in relation to any case which engages the high
harm category (which includes cases where there is a risk of
death). In such a case, negligent conduct will be sufficient
to result in a custodial sentence. The difficulty with this
is that conduct short of negligence ought not to result in a
conviction. It is, therefore, hard if not impossible to envisage
a case in practice which could result in a conviction or guilty
plea but which nevertheless meets the proposed definition of
low culpability.”
Taking account of the above statement, one could believe
that in the event that harm is caused and prosecution sought
there may now be no mileage in entering a guilty plea in the
hope of saving the court’s time in expectation of just a fine.
Pleading guilty could be enough for the court to assess the
individuals responsible as negligent and subject to a custodial
sentence depending on the level of risk or actual harm.

KKB GROUP RECENTLY TAKE DELIVERY OF
TWO RM100 GO! IMPACT CRUSHERS TO ADD
TO THEIR EXTENSIVE RANGE OF MINERALS
PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
Based in Rochester, Kent, KKB Group specialises in providing niche services to the
construction, recycling & regeneration sector.
For over ten years they have been providing practical solutions for the development
of brownfield sites, from surveying to land remediation, waste recycling, aggregate
production and plant hire that increase the value and environmental performance of
the regeneration and recycling process.
Commenting on their new purchases, Colin Basi, Group Chairman, said
“We currently run a fleet of jaw and impact crushers at various sites around the UK
and felt the Rubble Master product fitted very well into our portfolio. We needed
machines that were reliable and cost effective for our customers. Rubble Master,
due to their reputation within the industry for safe, easy to use and high
performance equipment quickly became our number one choice and we’re glad we
made the right decision.”
KKB’s experienced management team is supported by technical experts, surveyors,
chemists and a team of operatives all of whom carry CPCS or CSCS qualifications.
They have developed an integrated quality, environmental and health & safety
management system which provides a structured framework for us to manage our
business processes.
For more information on the range of Rubble Master products call Red Knight 6 Ltd
on 0203 195 3882. Alternatively call
Aaron McVeigh
Paul Donnelly
Dan Flack

-

07957 487017
07432 085591
07467 956303

-

South West England and Wales
London and Home Counties
Northern Regions

Visit our website at www.redknight6.co.uk
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COMING TOGETHER

O

n Wednesday 7 December, some of the
biggest names in the UK building and
construction sector gathered at the worldfamous Savoy Hotel in London for an event that
has become a mainstay in the industry’s annual
calendar: The Builders’ Conference Christmas
Luncheon.
As always, this year’s event was a sell-out,
ensuring that it was a packed house that heard The
Builders’ Conference CEO Neil Edwards looking
back over a year of highs and lows for the industry.
And if Edwards’ speech was rather more downbeat
than this time last year, comedian Rod Woodward
ensured that the assembled guests left with a smile
on their faces.

A video of the event – including
Neil Edwards speech – can be
Click here
viewed here:

IC SOCIAL

REAPING REWARDS

T

he Builders’ Conference Christmas Luncheon
marked the second BCLive league table
awards, sponsored by the Builder’s Profile.
Utilising data from BCLive – the industry’s only
real-time league table of contract awards – the
awards were organised into three categories: The
New Business Achievement Award; The President’s
Award; and the Overall Winner’s Award.

A video of the prize-giving and
the winners can be viewed here:

Click here

Neil Edwards, together with Paul Long of the
Builder’s Profile, announced the winners:
TOP: The New Business Achievement Award –
Spadeoak Construction
MIDDLE: The President’s Award –
McLaren Construction
BOTTOM: Overall Winner’s Award –
Laing O’Rourke
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The Builder’s Conference

BLOG

Get it off your chest

MARKETING IS EVERYTHING…
REGARDLESS OF YOUR TRADE OR SPECIALISM
If you don’t have customers you don’t have a business! Read electrician
& marketing guru James Dewane’s story on why marketing
effectively will set you head and shoulders apart.

H

aving worked in the domestic sector of the
electrical industry for over twenty-five years, I
have seen many changes; from types of training, changes in regulations and working practices to
advances in materials and components used.
Unfortunately, one area doesn’t seem to have
changed - the failure rate of people who set up as contractors – in the domestic and commercial sectors alike.
Statistically around 80% of tradesmen and women
that start up in business will fail within the first couple
of years. This isn’t because they are not skilled at what
they do, they fail because no one has ever shown them
how to get and keep good quality clients.
You may have experienced the following scenario
when you first set up in business many do…
You reach a point in your work life where lots of
family and friends are asking you to do small private
jobs for them and you find yourself working weekends
and holidays. You seem to have plenty of private work
coming in and you think there is now enough for you to
take the plunge, so you set up on your own.
However, it’s not long before you find that the initial
glut of work dries up and you have no idea how to get
new customers. You end up doing what everyone else
does, you advertise in the local paper, you pay someone to build a website and maybe pay for SEO (Search
Engine Optimization) or even worse you pay for leads
and find that it’s a never-ending money pit with increasingly diminishing returns. Any of this sound familiar?
You now find yourself working just as hard to get the
customer in the first place as you are at doing the actual work. So, your days are busy working on the tools
and your evenings are taken up trying to fill your diary
with meetings.
I have been in this situation so I know what it’s like.
I know the fear of looking at an empty diary and not
knowing where the next job or pay packet is coming
from. I know the frustration of handing money over
month after month for advertising that doesn’t work,
along with the annoyance of completing a quote from a
paid for lead only to find it’s not a genuine one, or, that
five other electricians have also been asked to quote for
the job you thought was yours.
After my business failed I had a huge ‘light bulb’ moment (if you’ll pardon the pun!). It’s one that I think all
tradesmen/women would benefit from, before they set

out on the path of business ownership, and it’s this:
It doesn’t matter how good a tradesman you are;
if you don’t have customers you don’t have a
business! - SIMPLE
That’s not to say you shouldn’t be good at your
trade. You should, of course, be the best you can be
in order to deliver a great service to your clients and
customers, but you need to give equal weight to the
marketing of your business and unfortunately no one
ever tells you this piece of important information during your apprenticeship or on the job training.
I am guessing I’m right when I say that no one ever
told you that you would need to be a marketer of what
you do and not just a doer of your craft or skill.
Back when I was an apprentice it was difficult to become an electrician, there were many hoops to jump
through to become an apprentice and a full apprenticeship was the only route to becoming an electrician. The town I grew up in had less than a handful of
qualified electricians who had a large pool of work to
earn their living from. Today there are many routes to
becoming an electrician or a domestic installer, there
are even ways to become qualified as a tester and
inspector without ever qualifying as an installer. Now,
this means that there is a lot of competition out there
now all targeting the same customer. Your potential
customer!
You are marketing yourself and your business
constantly from the day you start the business,
because everything you, and your staff, say and do
is marketing. Yet, are you doing and saying the right
things? Having a marketing plan and using it will help
you to identify and get a better quality of customer
that could even become a long term, repeat client
– what we all want! It will drastically reduce your
advertising spend while ensuring that customers look
for you instead of you looking for them.
Learning how to market yourself efficiently and cost
effectively will set you head and shoulders above all
the other players out there and ensure that you will
get a constant flow of work.
If you’d like to know more about how to improve
your marketing approach click on link below:
at www.jdewane.com/freebook

▪ Got something to say about the construction industry? Some knowledge to share, a burning issue or challenge that is causing you frustration?

Why not write a few words about it for the monthly Builders’ Conference blog?
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Talk to us about your blog ideas –

Email

Unreserved public auction

Donington Park, UK
Tuesday December 13, 2016
facebook.com/ritchiebrosUK

Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
Whether you have one piece of equipment or a fleet of machines to sell, Ritchie Bros. can turn your valuable assets
into cash – quickly, eﬃciently and for the best possible returns. Every Ritchie Bros. auction is unreserved. Every item
sells to the highest bidder on auction day. It’s a fast, easy way of turning equipment into cash – just when you need it.

The benefits of selling with Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers
✓ BEST PRICE
Auctions are proven to be the most eﬀective
way of selling.
✓ SOLD
We attract competing buyers from areas of
high demand, meaning you get the best returns.
✓ GLOBAL
You’ll reach thousands of qualified buyers
from around the world via our network of
representatives in 25+ countries, multi-lingual
marketing and on-site & online bidding.

We saved you a spot

For more information, please contact

rbauction.co.uk | 01332.819.700
Auction Location: Castle Donington, Derby DE74 2RP, England

✓ PROFESSIONAL
Ritchie Bros. is the world’s largest industrial
auctioneer. From humble beginnings we’ve
grown to serve equipment buyers and sellers
all over the world.
✓ CERTAINTY
Every item is sold to the highest bidder on
auction day.
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